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Abstract The adaptation of the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ)
modeling system to simulate 0 3, particulate matter, and related precursor distribu
tions over the northern hemisphere is presented. Hemispheric simulations with
CMAQ and the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model are perfonned
for the year 2006 using identical projections and grid configurations. The ability
of the model to represent long-range transport of air pollutants is analyzed for se
lected cases through comparison with available swface, aloft and remotely sensed
observations. These demonstrate the feasibility of e)(tending the applicability of
the CMAQ modeling system to hemispheric scales to provide a conceptual
framework to e)(aminc intemctions between atmospheric processes occurring at
various spatial and tempoml scales in a consistent manner.

I. Introduction

Atmospheric chemistry-transJXlrt models must address the increasing comple)(
ity arising from emerging applications that treat multi-pollutant interactions at ur
ban to hemispheric spatial scales and hourly to annual temporal scales. To assist
with the design of emission control strategies that yield compliance with more
stringent air quality standards. madels must possess the fidelity to accurately
simulate ambient pollutant levels across the entire spectnun ranging from back
ground to extreme concentrations. Regional model calculations over annual cycles
have pointed to the need for accurately representing impacts of long-range trans
JXlrt. Efforts linking regional and global scale models have met with mixed suc
ces.<; as biases in the global model can propagate and influence regional calcula
tions and often confound interpretation of model results. Since transpon is
efficient in the free-troposphere and since simulations over Continental scales and
annual cycles provide sufficient opportunity for "atmospheric tum-over", i.e., ex-






